KUNDALINI – THE FALSE HOLY SPIRIT

“We presently live on the threshold of great change – the final years, days and hours before our Lord’s second coming... These perilous times will be magnified by the spiritual darkness of widespread deception.” (John Bevere, Thus Saith the Lord? 1999)

“Take heed that no one deceives you.” (Jesus Christ, Matthew 24:4)

“For false christs and false prophets will rise and show great signs and wonders to deceive, if possible, even the elect.” (Jesus Christ, Matthew 24:24)

“And no wonder! For Satan himself transforms himself into an angel of light.” (Paul, 2 Corinthians 11:14)

1. INTRODUCTION

“Deception is the greatest single danger in the end of the age. Anyone who denies his vulnerability to deception is already deceived, for Jesus has foretold it and He does not err.” (Derek Prince, Protection from Deception, 2008)

“Teaching establishes us but warnings protect us! If we are only taught and the warnings are neglected, we can lose what was established...Solomon, the wisest and greatest teacher, turned when he did not heed God’s warning...”

“Today there is pressure on ministries to skirt controversial issues and make people feel comfortable. Too often this pressure is succumbed to in an effort to maintain and open new doors of opportunity for the “ministry”. As a result, quite often healthy warnings are omitted in order not to jeopardize good offerings and invitations. While ministers’ reputations may remain intact, the sheep are drawn away and torn by ravenous wolves because they lack the necessary protection.” (John Bevere, Thus Saith the Lord? p. 13)

2. PURPOSE AND AIM OF THIS DOCUMENT

The aim and purpose of this teaching is not to discredit or condemn any ministry or person. It is also not to be judgemental or critical against or to create division in the Body of Christ.

Our aim and purpose is only to create awareness in the Body of Christ about the nature and operation of Kundalini (the false holy spirit) and also to call God’s children up to
be sober and vigilant (1 Peter 5:8) and to ask them to use their gift of discernment when dealing with spiritual things.

The Bride of Christ is to a great extent fast asleep and very naïve about the things of the spiritual realm. Our Lord Jesus Christ wants to tenderly wake His Bride up in order for her to be vigilant and sober since we are living in the end times... and our adversary the devil is walking around like a roaring lion seeking whom he may devour (1 Peter 5:8).

3. CONTENT

The content of this teaching is as follows:

3.1 What is Kundalini?
3.2 Where does it come from and what does it look like in the various cultures?
3.3 How does it work and how does it get activated?
3.4 Kundalini in Freemasonry
3.5 What is Chi-power and how does it manifest?
3.6 Karate (martial arts) and Kundalini
3.7 Kundalini in Yoga
3.8 Kundalini and alternative ways to healing
3.9 Understanding: Spirit, Soul and Body
3.10 What happens with a Christian at spiritual rebirth?
3.11 How is it possible that Christians can have demons?
3.12 How is Kundalini transferred or imparted?
3.13 Can I be born with Kundalini in me?
3.14 Is Kundalini invading the Church and perhaps polluting some Christian revivals?
3.15 What is the effect (outcome) of Kundalini in people?
3.16 The effect of Kundalini in Christians (gifts)
3.17 False gifts of the Holy Spirit
3.18 Pollution of the gift of prophecy
3.19 New Age practices invading the Church
3.20 True nature and gifts of the Holy Spirit
3.21 How do we discern whether a revival is a true revival?
3.22 Satan’s strategy with Kundalini in the Church
3.23 Ultimately about worshipping the false “Jesus”
3.24 Is God allowing this?/Is it part of His plan?
3.25 How do we guard against Kundalini and deception?
3.26 Bibliography
3.27 How do we come clean?
   Prayer of renunciation
3.1 WHAT IS KUNDALINI?

The word “Kundalini” means “the one that is curled up”. It is also called “serpent power”.

In eastern religions, such as Hinduism, it is believed that the Kundalini (spirit) lies curled up at the base of the human spine and lies there latent until it is activated.

This eastern religious belief system is however wrong about the true nature of Kundalini. We, as Christians, know that Kundalini is a demon or an unclean spirit. This demon does not lay latent at every person’s spine but has to be given specific access to a person’s soul and body through various entry points (as will be discussed later). It can also be transferred on to people through “impartation” (laying on of hands or being under the teaching of someone who is contaminated with Kundalini).

The ultimate truth about Kundalini is that it is Satan’s counterfeit for the Holy Spirit and therefore it is also called the “false holy spirit”. Hear what Amanda Buys says on her webpage about Kundalini: “This is the power behind New Age to take over the body as a temple for Lucifer and fill us with false dunamis power to produce false prophets, prophetesses and priesthoods that use the eyes of divination – the third eye of witchcraft and the occult instead of the eyes of the spirit.”

3.2 WHERE DOES KUNDALINI COME FROM AND WHAT DOES IT LOOK LIKE IN THE VARIOUS CULTURES?

The spirit of Kundalini is not new to our modern society but is actually as ancient as the old Babylonian system and originates from the beginning of time. It has just manifested itself under different names in and amongst the different cultures and religions.

In the Babylonian era (just after the great flood, in the time of Nimrod), it originated as an integral part of the false or unholy trinity. This unholy trinity consisted of Nimrod (false God the Father), Semiramis (Queen of Heaven and false Holy Spirit) and Tammuz (the false Jesus).

This false trinity became part of the “mysteries” of Babylon and still today forms part of some false religions and cults such as Freemasonry.

---

1 Refer Vito Rallo’s book “Exposing the dangers behind Martial Arts and Yoga”, p. 121
2 www.kanaanministries.org
Upon this ancient counterfeit by Satan of our Triune God, many other false godly trinities were found throughout the ages and different cultures as will be seen and discussed below.

In ancient Egypt the false holy spirit was known as UREAUS or THOTH (depicted as a human being with the head of an ibis (bird)). As such, it was known as the god of knowledge, hieroglyphics and wisdom.

![Hieroglyphics](image)

Some people think that the Egyptian art and hieroglyphics (such as the one above) are beautiful and have them in their houses or buy them as presents when visiting Egypt. Beware! These things are depictions of Egyptian gods (demons) and are highly demonically loaded. By displaying these things in your house, you give right of entrance to very strong demons (including Kundalini) who will try to destroy your life as a Christian, starting with your marriage, your relationships with your children, your physical and mental health and even your faith as such (causing you to doubt and to ultimately turn away from God).

In China, Kundalini is known as Chi-power or Dragon-power. In Japan it is known as Ki. This is the demonic power behind karate and the martial arts.
In the eastern religions, such as the Hindu belief, Kundalini is known as the supreme energy or Shakti, Shiva (the divine mother or earth goddess) or Prana (life force or life energy). No statues or pictures of this demon should be allowed in the house of a Christian. By displaying such a thing in your house, you give right of entrance to the demons that it resembles and you can be sure that there will be no true peace in such a house.

In ancient Greece, Kundalini was known as Hermes (messenger of the gods) and in Rome as Mercurius. Again, some people may have statues of these Greek and Roman gods in their houses or gardens under the impression that they are innocent works of art. They are highly demonically loaded and will spiritually attack you as a Christian in your very own home.

In England, the Kundalini spirit is to be found as St George, St John and the Green Man (often found above the doors of ancient cathedrals) and even to be found on modern garden accessories (such as pots, statues and water features) available at garden centres and nurseries.
In the western cultures and religions it is known by various names as Kundalini, Esprit, Elan, Vital and Orgone. In Freemasonry it is also known as Baphomet and Hiram Abiff.

Other names for it include Shekinah, “holy spirit” (false), Baraka and Loosh.

In certain charismatic churches it is known as the “holy spirit” (the false one).

### 3.3 HOW DOES KUNDALINI WORK AND GET ACTIVATED?

According to the eastern religions such as Hinduism, it lies dormant at the base of the human spine in the form of a snake. They refer to it as “the holy snake of the holy fire”. They further believe that it must get activated where after it starts moving upward in the human spine through the various chakras (or energy centra).

According to these eastern religions, there are 7 Chakras in the human body:

- **Basis** (at the base of the spine);
- **Sacrum** (at the human sacrum);
- **Solar plexus** (at the belly button);
- **Heart** (right across the spine);
- **Throat** (right across the Adam’s apple);
- **Fore head** (the third eye, in between the eyebrows); and
- **Crown** (right on top of the head).

It is believed that each of these chakras can send and receive energy independently.

It is further believed (according to the Hindu philosophy) that when this Kundalini spirit is activated, it will start moving from the sacrum upwards through the so-called female or Ida-channel. At the so-called medulla oblongata (lowest part of the brain...
that is continuous with the spinal cord), it turns and proceeds down in the male or Pingala-channel. It is believed that it then turns again at the base of the spine and starts moving upwards in the Sushumna-channel. For this process to take place, it is important that all 7 of the Chakras be opened. If the chakras are not opened, the outcome will be similar to a hosepipe that has been tied into knots. According to these eastern religions, the process (of the activation of the Kundalini) should rather be done under the guidance of a guru or religious master.

### 3.4 KUNDALINI IN FREEMASONRY

There are 33 degrees in Freemasonry (Scottish Rite) and similarly there are 33 bones in the human spine.³ The first three degrees of the Blue Lodge in Freemasonry is intended to activate the Kundalini spirit. People who join Freemasonry (but who do not continue through the ranks past the first three (3) degrees), often complain of lower back pain since the Kundalini was awakened. These people need to get deliverance of this demon where after their back pain should be something of the past.

There are three (3) pillars on one of the tracing boards in Freemasonry. They are symbolic of the Ida, Pingala and Shushumna channels. During the first degree ritual (Entered Apprentice) – the female Ida channel is activated. When the 2nd degree (Fellowcraft) ritual is carried out, the male Pingala channel is activated. During the third degree ritual (Master Mason), the Shushumna channel is activated and the Kundalini can by then freely move up and down these channels with all chakras thoroughly opened and

---
³ See Eben Swart’s DVD’s on Freemasonry www.trumpetcall.co.za
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energised. It is believed that without the activation of the Kundalini, Freemasons will not reach illumination or enlightenment (which is one of the main occult goals of Freemasonry).

CW Leadbeater, a 33rd degree Luciferian (one of the founding members of Freemasonry) said the following:\n
- Freemasonry guides one through an evolutionary process towards becoming a super human being (a so-called master race);
- A person’s karma (character) has to improve (through so-called reincarnation);
- You must climb the ladder of evolution (the so-called Jacob’s ladder) – when you reach the top, you become god;
- Kundalini has to be stimulated since the human evolutionary process has to be fastened;
- Initiation happens through the various degrees of Freemasonry;
- Kundalini enables astral projection – when your spirit leaves your body with full consciousness;
- Freemasonry leads to homosexuality and sexual confusion (androgenity) follows; and
- The third eye opens up and causes one to see into the spiritual realm. This creates “Illumination” – so-called enlightenment where one becomes a god (new age).

3.5 WHAT IS CHI-POWER AND HOW DOES IT MANIFEST?

The Chinese know Chi-power as the “life force”/“energy flow”. This chi-power is the essential principle that is to be found in Chinese medicine as well as in the martial arts such as karate.

Literally translated “chi” means “air” or “gas”.\n
For an excellent illustration of how chi-power works, watch the video named “Phony Karate Master - No Touch KO Debunked” on YouTube.

---

4 Eben Swart’s DVD series on Freemasonry
5 Dr. Vitto Rallo, p. 121
This chi-power is nothing else than the same old Kundalini spirit that has been known by the ancient followers of Buddhism and Hinduism and has been practiced from ancient times by both monks and gurus.

Upon the question asked whether there is such thing as a “life force”, we have to answer “yes, there is a life force” but for Christians this is not some impersonal spiritual energy but rather the Creator God of the universe, revealed in His Son Jesus Christ and active in us through the Holy Spirit. Jesus says that He is not just the Way but also the Truth and the Life that each one of us desperately needs (John 14:6).

3.6 KARATE (MARTIAL ARTS) AND KUNDALINI

During karate the “Ki” power (that is the same as Chi-power referred to above) is tapped into on an individual level. Karate, Kung Fu, Aikido, Judo etc. is also known as ZEN (the philosophy and practice of Buddhism). According to the prophets of Zen, it awakens you to your true self and brings a high degree of self-knowledge through inward meditation. The ultimate object/goal is to achieve perfect balance or harmony of the yin and yang and thereby to control the “life force” (Kundalini).

According to these masters, the key to the accomplishing of the martial arts is to have a blank (emptied) mind in order to let outside forces in and to become a channel.

One therefore has to ask yourself what “outside forces” are they referring to and which forces are then going to use the open “channel”. If it is not the Holy Spirit, it can only be forces of darkness. The conclusion therefore has to be drawn that karate “opens doors” in a person’s soul and body for demonic forces to enter and to work in and through that person.

According to Dr Vito Rallo (a former five-time USA National Karate Champion) all martial arts moves have inherent spiritual implications: “10% of the superhuman feats

---

6 The concept of yin and yang comes from the Taoist belief system in ancient China. They believe that the yin and the yang are the two opposing, yet harmonising, forces that control the Chi-power. Dr. Vito Rallo, p. 46 and 47.
are accomplished from a purely physical stand point – 90% of the ability is because of the spiritual forces operating through them.”

It is very important to note that this spiritual source is not latent within a person but is drawn in from outside of one’s own body – from external forces. The force may also be transferred by touch – from the instructor or other (more senior) students to the learner of the martial arts.

The question is often asked whether Karate and Christianity can be combined. On this question dr. Vito Rallo has the following to say:

• To say that there can be something like Christian Karate is “spiritual adultery” and it is the same as “serving two masters”;
• Karate is “idolatry with yourself on the throne”. “It is all about self-confidence, self-reliance, self-knowledge, self-sufficiency, self-defence & exaltation of one’s own ability and accomplishments (it fuels ego and self-importance)”;
• “Church leaders that are allowing martial arts or yoga are committing spiritual malpractice! Either they are deceived or in denial (or both)”;
• “To say there is such a thing as Christian Martial Arts is an oxymoron – one cannot serve two masters at the same time”;
• “Satan masquerades as an angel of light (2nd Cor. 11:14) and are deceiving many...”;
• “Deep cleansing of these activities are necessary for believers to walk in freedom, power and total victory”; and
• “Self-defence? All power is in Jesus Christ and in His name – no other self-defence is therefore needed”.

3.7 KUNDALINI IN YOGA

The word “yoga” means “to yoke or bind together”. Yoga also refers to “prana” which is understood to be an “essential life force” or “sixth sense”.

---

7 P. 117
8 Dr. Vito Rallo p.118
9 P. 145
10 Dr Vito Rallo, p. 162
The various yoga positions encourage and enhance the flow of prana. Students of yoga are taught to receive this latent energy through breathing techniques (so-called pranayama) where one’s thoughts have to be emptied.

There are 12 yoga positions. They are all ancient positions of sun worship. The lotus position is the position that best enables the flow of prana and allows the emptying of the thoughts during meditation (see also the lotus position in the image of Shiva above).

The roots of yoga lay in the Hindu belief system and the positions and breathing techniques of yoga is aimed at awakening the Kundalini spirit (that is seen by them as a “supreme cosmic energy”).

The purpose of yoga is also to bring the person in unity with Brahma (one of the main Hindu gods).

Christians often ask the question whether there is such a thing as “Christian yoga”? According to Dr Vito Rallo11 “Christian yoga” is an “oxymoron” (something that does not exist).

3.8 KUNDALINI AND ALTERNATIVE WAYS TO HEALING

“Behind all alternative remedies there are beliefs and philosophies that may have been newly embraced in New Age thinking but are actually not new ideas. In fact they are rooted in historical religions and philosophies which have sometimes been repackaged for today’s world.”12

One of these historical religions is Taoism which means the study of “the way”. In this ancient religion, many deities are worshipped and even the ancestors are revered as gods. In terms of this belief system, the human body is believed to find strength and well-being when it is correctly aligned with the universal cosmic life force, chi. Also in terms of this religion, it is believed that the life force, chi, consists of opposing spiritual forces called yin and yang, which need to be brought into balance to allow a harmonious flow of energy through everything.13

According to the writers of the book “The dangers to alternative ways to healing”, David Cross and John Berry, Taoism may be an influence, for example, in acupuncture, shiatsu, martial arts, homeopathy, reflexology, chi kung, feng shiu and reiki.

11 Exposing the dangers behind the martial arts and yoga, p. 45 and 46
12 David Cross and John Berry, The dangers of alternative ways to healing (How to avoid New Age deceptions), p. 53
13 Cross and Berry, p. 53
They are further of the view that Hinduism\textsuperscript{14} can be an influence, for example, in yoga, Pilates, meditation techniques, colour therapy, chakra healing and massage.

These writers also say on page 47 of their book that Christians should recognise that unclean spirits can be transferred by the use of hands that are not operating under the authority of Jesus. The beliefs and practices of the therapist are very important when considering the spiritual safety of their touch on our bodies.

Buddhism\textsuperscript{15} can be an influence, for example, in meditation, yoga, Pilates and hypnosis.\textsuperscript{16}

Pantheism\textsuperscript{17} can be an influence, for example, in naturopathy, crystal therapy, aromatherapy, some herbal remedies and chiropractic.\textsuperscript{18}

3.8.1 Homeopathy\textsuperscript{19}

Many people describe homeopathy as simply a type of herbal medication, but this could not be further from the truth. Because homeopathic medicines are produced through massive dilution of the original plant being used, it is assumed that such dilution must make the treatment a very safe alternative. However, it is the dilution and the subsequent shaking process (called “succession”) which is seen to empower the spiritual healing nature of the treatment.\textsuperscript{20}

3.8.2 Reflexology

Reflexology is basically the practice where different “reflex areas” on the feet are massaged where it is said to correspond to different areas and organs in the rest of the body. Practitioners believe that the “life energy”, known as “chi” in China and “prana” in India flows through these zones or meridians to reflex points in the feet. It is believed by the practitioners of reflexology that sickness affects a part of the body

\textsuperscript{14} Hindus believe in reincarnation and worship many gods of which the principal gods are Shiva, Vishnu and Shakti
\textsuperscript{15} Buddhists believe in the teachings of Buddha and includes beliefs similar to those of Hinduism such as karma and reincarnation, eventually achieving nirvana.
\textsuperscript{16} Cross and Berry, p. 54
\textsuperscript{17} Pantheism is the belief that everything that exists is part of a universal god. They believe that all nature is part of god or at least a universal spiritual entity or intelligence. Pantheism lies at the root of much New Age thinking.
\textsuperscript{18} Cross and Berry, p. 54
\textsuperscript{19} Founded by Samual Hahnemann, a Freemason.
\textsuperscript{20} Cross and Berry, p. 81
because the meridian is blocked and the “chi” cannot flow. The area on the feet where
the reflexologist believes the meridian that connects with the sick part of the body
ends, is stimulated through massage.

3.8.3 Acupuncture

Practitioners of acupuncture believe that illness is caused by an imbalance of Chi and
may be corrected by stimulating particular combinations of the acupuncture points.
The disease itself is not treated but rather the imbalance of the Yin and Yang in order
for “chi” to flow freely and to produce the healing. It is believed that acupuncture
needles are an illustration of bringing back the equilibrium.

3.8.4 Conclusion: Kundalini and alternative ways to healing

It should be clear from the discussion above that the so-called “life force” or “chi” is
behind most of these alternative ways to healing. Since we now know already that
“chi” is not an innocent life force but rather a malignant evil spirit, Christians should
clearly stay away from all of these practices. If you have been exposed to any of these
alternative healing methods, you should seek deliverance, since you may very well be
infested by the Kundalini spirit.

Christians should ultimately investigate the philosophy behind every medical or
healing practice so as to ensure that the roots and/or source of the healing is not some
other belief system that is not in line with God’s Word and our belief in Jesus Christ.
Jesus is our only Healer and any trust in anything (or person) other than Jesus and His
Holy Spirit for healing, would not honour God and may potentially open you up for
demonic activity.

Obviously Jesus may also use (and does in fact use) doctors and medical equipment
and procedures to cure and to heal His children but still, even under these
circumstances (such as an operation or any other medical procedure), our faith and
trust for healing should still remain in God and not in any human being or procedure.

3.9 UNDERSTANDING: SPIRIT, SOUL AND BODY

In order to properly understand the rest of this teaching, it is firstly necessary to
understand that God has designed us, His people, to be triune as He is (He created us
in His image, Gen. 1: 26).

A human being therefore consists of spirit, soul and body. Paul already knew this
about 2 000 years ago. He says in 1 Thessalonians 5: 23: “Now may the God of peace
Himself sanctify you completely and may your whole spirit, soul and body be preserved
blameless at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.”
This concept of the triune nature of human beings can best be illustrated by the following diagram:

In Hebrews 4 verse 12 Paul says: “For the Word of God is living and powerful, and sharper than any two-edged sword, piercing even to the division of soul and spirit, and of joints and marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart” (our underlining). The spirit and the soul are therefore not one and the same thing. The soul is very much part of our flesh life. Failure to recognise this and distinguish between the spirit and the soul leads many people into condemnation and leaves them wide open to Satan undermining the security that they should have in God. Without this understanding, those who are alive to God in the spirit, following conversion, are tempted to discount the reality of their new life in Christ because of problems they are experiencing in their soul. Satan loves to have us confused on this issue and to keep us in defeat.  

(Watchman Nee in his three volume book called “The Spiritual Man” (Christian Fellowship Publishers, Inc. 1968) explains the tripartite nature of human beings thoroughly and readers are referred to this book for a more in depth discussion and for further reading and understanding.)

3.9.1 Spirit (human)

Our spirit is that part of us that receives God’s Holy Spirit when we become reborn in Christ.

Our spirit, that has been dead to God due to the Fall (as a result of sin), becomes alive by the circumcision of the Holy Spirit when we invite Jesus Christ to come into our “hearts” (spirits) and to become our Saviour. The spirit of a believer therefore becomes holy unto God and untouchable to the enemy (Satan and his demonic forces) at his/her rebirth. As long as the believer remains in Jesus Christ, his/her spirit

---

21 Peter Horrobin, Healing through Deliverance, p. 57
22 Available at CUM bookstores
belongs to God and when he/she dies, his/her spirit immediately goes to Heaven to live forever with Jesus Christ.

It is said that human beings consist of a spirit, with a soul that lives in a body. This means that we have primarily been designed by God as spiritual beings. We however also need a soul and a body to exist in the natural realm and in order to relate to each other on earth.

Our spirit is the part of us that becomes connected with God’s Holy Spirit when we get reborn as believers and our spirit relates to and communicates with God’s Spirit. Paul says in 1 Corinthians 2: 16: “For who has known the mind of the Lord that he may instruct Him? But we have the mind of Christ.” This “mind” that Paul is referring to is our spiritual mind that becomes aligned with the mind of Christ. Therefore, in our spirits we know the will of God and is able to think as He thinks.

It is therefore very important to understand that the spirit of a reborn Christian is saved and will go to Heaven (irrespective of the condition of that believer’s soul dimension and body upon his/her death). This is GREAT news – thank you Jesus!! Every believer should hold on to and never forget this. This is what God’s grace is, that we are saved and may live forever with Jesus, irrespective of our sin. Jesus promises in His Word that no one will be able to pull us (our spirits) from out of His hand (once we are saved).

3.9.2 Soul

When God created the human race, He decided to also give to each person a living soul. The soul is that dimension of our flesh life that is eternal. This means our souls also live forever, as do our spirits.

Our soul is made up of our will, intellect and emotions (“WIE”). It is the part of our being that we use to relate to each other socially on earth in the natural realm. It can also be called our “personality”. Watchman Nee says that: “The seat and essence of the personality is the soul.”

Our will is very important since it is a free will and should never be overridden by anyone (not even God goes against our free will (a spiritual rule), although we know that God is also sovereign and can do what He desires). God seldom forces anyone to believe in Him or to accept a certain calling. He usually wants us to choose Him and to be obedient to Him out of our own free will. It is also said that the will is the portal to the spirit since we first have to decide with our free will to let Jesus Christ into our spirit, before we are reborn.

The intellect is the part of our soul that thinks, reasons, rationalises and analyses. This part of us is very important but it should never override our spirit since spiritual things

---

24 Horrobin, p. 59
25 P. 36
should be discerned spiritually and not by our soulish reason or intellect. Many believers struggle to understand spiritual concepts due to the fact that their soulish intellect stands in the way and blocks the understanding which should firstly take place in the spirit. In 1 Corinthians 2:14 Paul says (Amplified translation): “But the natural, nonspiritual man does not accept or welcome or admit into his heart the gifts and teachings and revelations of the Spirit of God, for they are folly (meaningless nonsense) to him: and he is incapable of knowing them (of progressively recognising, understanding and becoming better acquainted with them) because they are spiritually discerned and estimated and appreciated.”

Our emotion is the part of us that we can also call our “feelings”. They are things such as joy, excitement, sorrow, regret, guilt, longing etc.

Together, our will, intellect and emotions make up our “personality” or soul dimension.

3.9.3 Body

Our body is simply the fleshly home for our spirit and soul on earth for without it we would not have been able to be human beings. Our five senses are a part of our body and enables us to respond to the world around us.

The amazing thing is however that God not only loves our spirits but also our souls and bodies. He loves and adores us holistically which also explains why He desires for us to become whole, clean and holy in our souls and body as well (refer 1 Thes. 5:23 quoted above) - so that we may live a life of victory.

3.10 WHAT HAPPENS TO A CHRISTIAN AT HIS/HER SPIRITUAL REBIRTH?

Some people who consider themselves to be Christians merely have an intellectual understanding of God. They know of God and accept that there is a God. This is unfortunately not enough to be saved!!!! Jesus said that even the demons know that He is God but that does not result in them being saved! Jesus also said that not everybody that calls Him “Lord” will enter the Kingdom of Heaven...

Listen to what Jesus said to Nicodemus in John 3: 5 to 7: “Most assuredly, I say to you, unless one is born of water and the Spirit, he cannot enter the Kingdom of God. That which is born of the flesh is flesh and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit. Do not marvel that I said to you, “You must be born again.” F Jennings Dake\(^\text{26}\) says that the “water” that is mentioned here by Jesus means the Word of God. He also says: “It is by the Word of God and by the Holy Spirit that men are born again. The new birth is a spiritual one and not physical as Nicodemus thought.”

We therefore have to be born again by accepting Jesus Christ into our hearts (our spirits) and not merely by an intellectual understanding of Him.

\(^{26}\)“God’s plan for man” (Dake Publishing Inc., 2004) p. 540
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When a person is reborn in the spirit his or her spirit gets circumcised by the Holy Spirit and the Holy Spirit comes to live in the spirit of the believer (Colossians 2:11: “In Him, you were also circumcised with the circumcision made without hands, by putting off the body of the sins of the flesh, by the circumcision of Christ”).

This spiritual rebirth and circumcision by the Holy Spirit therefore replaces the physical circumcision of the Old Testament. The physical Old Testament sign of the covenant between God and His people has now become a spiritual sign engraved upon our hearts (our spirits).

However, not quite the same happens at the spiritual rebirth in the soul and body of a believer. The soul and body of a believer does not become holy and clean immediately upon spiritual rebirth. The soul and body of the believer must after rebirth be cleansed and made holy by the blood of Jesus. This is in most cases a process under the guidance and influence of the Holy Spirit and the believer should consciously and wilfully bring every part of his being in obedience to and under the reign of God.

That is exactly why Paul says the following to Christians in Romans 12: 2: “And do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewal of your mind (soul dimension), that you may prove what is that good and acceptable and perfect will of God.” and in 2 Corinthians 10: 5 that “we should bring every thought into captivity to the obedience of Christ”. We should therefore take every thought (in the mind, therefore soul) captive and make it subject to God’s will. If it was true that the soul dimension immediately became holy and whole upon spiritual salvation or rebirth, it would not have been necessary for Paul to say this to the Christians of his time.

The body also remains subject to the fall (sin) and a believer may for example not immediately get healing from a disease upon salvation or spiritual rebirth (although such miracles do happen since God is sovereign and may do as He pleases).

Therefore, when we give our “hearts” (spirits) to God at rebirth, our spirit becomes untouchable to the enemy and becomes holy ground. God is holy and therefore only lives/stays where it is holy. The enemy may not invade our human spirits once we have given Jesus Christ permission and authority to enter into and live there.

However, if the enemy has already (before spiritual rebirth) obtained “rights” or “footholds” (Eph. 4: 27) in our soul dimensions and bodies, he would not necessarily loose those rights or footholds merely because of our spiritual salvation in Jesus Christ. It is here that the enemy should then be evicted from our soul dimensions and bodies since we now belong to Jesus Christ and He desires that our whole being (spirit, soul and body) should be submitted to Him and should turn to Him and become clean and holy. Jesus Himself said: “Be holy because I am holy” (Leviticus 11: 44 & 45).
Listen to what Watchman Nee\textsuperscript{27} says about what happens at a believer’s spiritual rebirth (which he calls “regeneration”): “God knows no good resides in man; no flesh can please Him. It is corrupted beyond repair. Since it is so absolutely hopeless, how then can man please God after he has believed in His Son unless He gives him something new? Thank God, He has bestowed a new life, His uncreated life, upon those who believe in the salvation of the Lord Jesus and receive Him as their personal Saviour. This is called “regeneration” or “new birth”. Though He cannot alter our flesh God gives us His life. Man’s flesh remains as corrupt in those who are born anew as in those who are not. The flesh in a saint is the same as that in a sinner. In regeneration the flesh is not transformed. New birth exerts no good influence on the flesh. It remains as is. God does not impart His life to us to educate and train the flesh. Rather, it is given to overcome the flesh.”

Watchman Nee says further\textsuperscript{28}: “The cross of Christ deals with sin and the Holy Spirit through the cross treats of self. Christ delivers the believer completely from the power of sin through the cross that sin may not reign again; but by the Holy Spirit Who dwells in the believer, Christ enables him to overcome self daily and to obey Him perfectly. Liberation from sin is an accomplished fact: denial of self is to be a daily experience.” He also says\textsuperscript{29} that: “Inevitably great conflict will erupt (after spiritual rebirth) between the new life and the flesh.” Paul also explains the inner anguish of this conflict in Romans 7: 15 to 23.

### 3.11 HOW IS IT POSSIBLE THAT CHRISTIANS CAN HAVE DEMONS?

This is actually a whole topic on its own, but for the purpose of this teaching, it is perhaps enough to say that demons are unable to access a Christian’s spirit, since the reborn spirit of a Christian is holy unto God and the Holy Spirit lives there. However, as it has been explained above (3.9 and 3.10), the soul and body of a Christian does not also become reborn at the point of salvation but has to be put through a process of sanctification (under the leadership and guidance of the Holy Spirit).

Christians often gave rights to demons in the time period before they got saved (for example by looking at pornography or by being involved in witchcraft) and, even more often, their ancestors or forefathers gave demons rights to their bloodlines through various forms of unrepented sin. These rights in the soul and body (to which the demons cling) do not automatically disappear the minute someone gets reborn (saved). If therefore, for example, someone participated in Yoga or Karate and then gets saved, they will still need to get deliverance from the demons (especially of Kundalini) who gained entrance in the Christian’s soul and body. This can only happen if the person is prepared to unconditionally confess and repent the Karate and/or Yoga as sin and to ask Jesus to wash him/her clean with His blood.

\textsuperscript{27} The Spiritual Man, p. 75 and 76
\textsuperscript{28} P. 79
\textsuperscript{29} P. 80
A reborn Christian who starts doing Yoga and/or Karate can therefore also still give legal title to the demons (especially Kundalini) to enter his/her soul and body. The demons can however not gain access to the person’s spirit, as long as the person remains in Jesus Christ and does not enter into agreements and/or covenants with Satan, whereby the person allows Satan into his/her spirit. The demons therefore only cause havoc in the soul and body of a reborn Christian. They intend to prevent the person from living a life of victory in Jesus Christ by causing various ailments, sicknesses, conflict and other difficulties in the soul and body of that person.

3.12 HOW IS KUNDALINI TRANSFERRED OR OBTAINED?

The following are some ways in which Kundalini may potentially be obtained or transferred:

- Attendance of New Age/Psychic festivals or participation in any occult activities;
- New Age techniques – meditation, self-hypnosis, “chanting”, mantras etc.;
- Certain breathing techniques and breath control (yoga – cobra position)
- Certain sexual trauma – e.g. child rape or sodomisation (also serious blows against the head or back);
- Symbolism and symbolic actions such as symbolic yoga positions, role play in Freemasonry rituals etc.;
- Certain sexual practises – tantric yoga, anal sex etc.;
- Certain alternative healing methods (mostly eastern) such as Reflexology, Reiki, Acupuncture, certain Homeopathic remedies etc.;
- New Age Spa’s – certain massage techniques, hot stone therapy etc.;
- Alternative awareness levels - Drugs, dehydration, “trance-dance” etc.;
- Eastern martial arts – Karate, Judo, Ju-jitsu (the “ki-ai” outcry) etc.;
- Demonic infestation through blood lines (known/familiar spirits);
- Worship of the Queen of Heaven – Roman Catholic Church, certain secret organisations;
- NB: Certain charismatic churches! Laying on of hands and false “revivals”; and
- Toronto-blessing practices, bio-energy phenomena, animal spirit manifestations etc.
3.13 CAN I BE BORN WITH KUNDALINI IN ME?

The answer to this question is “yes”. As with any type of demon, Kundalini can be a “familiar” or generational spirit that comes down through your bloodlines. This may be due to the fact that your ancestors participated in Freemasonry or other occult organisations or participated in witchcraft rituals. Worship of the false trinity (e.g. as is done in the Catholic Church) by your ancestors may also have opened the door for Kundalini to enter your bloodlines.

It has also become clear to us in ministry that the spiritual seed of the Nephilim that entered the human race also has a role to play in the fact that some people are much more susceptible (than others) to infestation by the Kundalini spirit.

The Nephilim is spoken of in Genesis 6:4 as the giants, the mighty men who were of old and the men of renown. It is said that the giants (Nephilim) were on the earth in those days (the days of Noah) and also afterward meaning after the flood.

These Nephilim were the (demons of very high daughters of men (had them) resulting in these them (the demons of children were the human and half demon soul but a demonic were giants and a good giant Philistine “Goliath” conquered.

There are also various other references in the Bible to the Nephilim but it is enough that we mention their existence here and the fact that they have caused the spiritual DNA of the human race to be contaminated by the seed of Satan. The seed of Satan (the Nephilim) is a very strong blood line curse and it has the effect that Christians carrying the seed of the Nephilim in their spiritual DNA are much more susceptible for Kundalini infestation and so-called “awakening” than others.
3.14 IS KUNDALINI INVADING THE CHURCH AND PERHAPS POLLUTING SOME CHRISTIAN REVIVALS?

Jesus already warned us that there will be false manifestations of the Holy Spirit by way of false signs and wonders (Mat. 24: 11 & 24).

In this regard, we strongly refer you to the following three (3) excellent documentaries of Andrew Strom that are available on YouTube under the headings: Shocking documentary! – False spirits invade the church – Kundalini Warning – Andrew Strom – Parts 1, 2 and 3 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eBpw2oQrvMM) and also to his book “Kundalini Warning, are false spirits invading the church?” that may be ordered from Amazon.

Please watch these videos and ask the Holy Spirit to show you the truth …

3.15 EFFECT OF KUNDALINI IN PEOPLE, FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF DARKNESS

Kundalini may have the following effect in people who have been contaminated by this unclean spirit. Although some of the effects may sound positive, IT IS NOT and one must remember that this is a DEMONIC FORCE used by Satan to further His Kingdom of death and destruction in people.

• The Kundalini spirit may give people under its influence a sense of (occult) “power” and “energy”;
• Some people may even find the increased energy experiences caused by this spirit enjoyable (beware the deception!). It has also been described by people we have ministered to as a sense of electricity that runs up and down the spine;
• It enables people to “see” into the spiritual realm (the so-called 3rd eye is open);
• A higher level of awareness and knowledge is created (on the side of the darkness – counterfeit “word of knowledge”);
• It is believed to cause so-called higher evolution levels (improvement of “karma”) - Hinduism (reincarnation);
• It enables people to “astral travel”. This is when your spirit leaves your body (with full consciousness) and travels outside of the body. The spirit is connected with the soul and body with a silver cord (Christians may not astral travel – this is an out-and-out occult practice made possible by demonic forces);
• Kundalini works together with the demons of witchcraft and together they enable spiritual power and benefits (on the side of the darkness);
• Kundalini enables its victim to exercise spiritual control of his/her own environment;
• Unity with the whole cosmic galaxy – integrated to a so-called “collective awareness” (e.g. Freemasons and Illuminati);
• It is believed by those worshipping it that Kundalini also provides longer (eternal) physical life;
• Full Kundalini activation brings about spiritual “illumination” or “enlightenment”—this means that the contaminated person believes that he/she has god status and may even represent the Antichrist;
• False signs and wonders are brought about by Kundalini – e.g. false healings, false tongues, false prophecy and miracles etc.; and
• It is believed (especially by people in the eastern religions) that Kundalini brings about Utopia/Nirvana (which is Satan’s counterfeit heaven). We as Christians know that it is an illusion and that there is only one “heaven” and “hell”.

3.16 EFFECT OF KUNDALINI IN CHRISTIANS

We have so far encountered the following effects caused by Kundalini in the souls and bodies of Christians:

3.16.1 Body

• Uncontrollable jerking motions;
• Lower back pain (NB);
• Dizziness;
• A sense of increased sexual arousal (lust) even without external stimuli;
• A sense of electricity going up and down the spine (as if a snake moves in the spine); and
• Various illnesses and infirmities for which there is seemingly no cure and that does not respond positively to prayer.

3.16.2 Soul

• Depression, brokenness and hopelessness;
• Fear, tension and anxiety (even paranoia);
• Insecurity;
• Illusion and delusion (hearing voices and seeing things...hallucinations);
• Confusion, deception and mind-control;
• Instability, emotional turmoil;
• Sexual immorality and impurity, lust, adultery; and
• Conflict in relationships especially in godly relationships.

3.16.3 Spiritually

• Spiritual confusion, deception and mind-control;
• Easy to be manipulated and controlled by those in spiritual authority;
• Error in belief – New Age, Spiritism, witchcraft;
• Inability to see one’s own faults and mistakes (self-deception) – pride, unteachableness, stubbornness;
• Seeing into the spirit realm (third eye is open) – “angels” (demons) – causes fear and insecurity;
• A sense of the spirit wanting to leave the body (also in dreams whilst sleeping);
• Doubt and distrust in God;
• Blocks the flow of the Holy Spirit (struggle to “hear” from God, to pray and to worship);
• NB: Blocks deliverance by the Holy Spirit;
• Blocks and tries to pollute the gifts of the Holy Spirit (especially the gift of discernment and prophecy, also false tongues);
• Steals or pollutes the person’s identity and authority in Christ; and
• Keeps them spiritually powerless.

3.17 EFFECT OF KUNDALINI IN CHRISTIANS - FALSE GIFTS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT

3.17.1 False signs and wonders

The lying signs and wonders of Satan are ancient and were already known in Biblical times. In Exodus 7: 11-23 we find that the sorcerers and magicians of the Pharaoh could e.g. also have their rods change into serpents.

Paul says in 1 Thessalonians 5: 21 that we should test all things and hold fast what is good. We should therefore test the spirits behind each and every sign and miracle to discern whether it is from God. Our measure to discern the truth from the false is always God’s Word as interpreted to us by the Holy Spirit.

The powers of darkness (especially Kundalini) are also very able to heal. The mere fact that there is healing (for example in a charismatic church) does therefore not in itself prove that it was the Holy Spirit at work.
3.17.2 False healing

The enemy also has power and can create a deception of healing. An apparent physical healing does still not mean that the power behind it comes from God. The enemy always gives conditional – he gives with the one hand and takes with the other. He always takes much more than what he gives.

Our God’s healing is however always unconditional and permanent.

Please watch the following video about the healing power of Kundalini on YouTube called “Chi Energy Amazing Footage”

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3F3ovb2kZ9Q)

3.17.3 False tongues

The enemy gives false tongues through the spirit of Kundalini and others. We have numerous times encountered in sessions with people that a demon (often Kundalini) or demonic soul copy confessed that it caused the Christian that we ministered to, to have demonic tongues.

It is therefore important to even discern whether tongues come from the Holy Spirit or from the enemy. We have to discern!

3.18 POLLUTION OF THE GIFT OF PROPHECY

Paul writes in 1 John 4:1: “Beloved, do not believe every spirit, but test the spirits, whether they are of God; because many false prophets have gone out into the world.”
Please read the following scriptures where God said that He will pour out His Spirit in the last days and that the gift of prophecy will increase: Acts. 2:16-18 and Joël 2:28-31.

**John Bevere** says in his excellent book called “Thus saith the Lord?” that “The enemy wants to cripple/pervert the prophetic and diminish its effectiveness”. However, God promised to restore the prophetic in full power before Jesus returns (Acts 3: 20-21).

But, “there will be widespread deception” and in Matthew 24:24 it is said that: “False christs and false prophets will rise and show great signs and wonders to deceive, if possible, even the elect”. Jesus Himself said in Matthew 7:15: “Beware of false prophets, who come to you in sheep’s clothing, but inwardly they are ravenous wolves.”

**John Bevere** is (from his experience as pastor and preacher of God’s word) of the following opinion: “Today the church has been infiltrated with the counterfeit prophetic”.

### 3.18.1 How do we discern between “true” and “false” prophecy?

A prophet is someone who speaks on behalf of God and who has a message from God for His people.

Some of the things that may be used (or kept in mind) when discerning whether prophecy is from God are the following:

- Accuracy is not indicative of whether the Word is from God – soothsayers are also often accurate about what lies in the future...; Prophecy should always turn our hearts to God and His ways. The aim of it should not be to satisfy our own fleshly desires and to make us feel good and important;
- **Bevere** says that we should always discern whether a person is a prophet of God or a Christian soothsayer;

---

30 P. 3  
31 P. 9  
32 P. 15  
33 Bevere  
34 P. 52, Jeremiah 23: 21 &22  
35 P. 61
• The concept of a prophet as someone who predicts the future is wrong. Often these predictions come from soulish inspiration or from familiar spirits saying things to please people with the aim to manipulate or please them;
• Bevere also says that we must remember that the Holy Spirit is never “in training”\textsuperscript{36};
• The Old Testament false prophets lived in luxury whilst the true prophets of God mostly wandered around in the wilderness\textsuperscript{37};
• Examine the fruit of the prophetic word as well as the life of the prophet. Reject the prophetic word if it will lead to idol worship, self-glorification, discontentment or rebellion;
• Beware of prophets that focus essentially on prosperity teaching; and
• The true prophetic comes from the order of John the Baptist, Matthew 17: 11-13.

Derek Prince in his book “The gifts of the Spirit”\textsuperscript{38} also gives the following tests with which prophecy may to be considered:
• Does it build up or condemn?
• Does it agree with Scripture?
• What is the prophet’s relationship with Christ?
• Do the prophet and the prophecy bear good fruit?
• Were the prophet’s predictions true?
• Does the prophecy promote obedience to God?
• Does the prophecy bring freedom and peace?
• Does the prophecy harmonize and bring life?
• Is there a sense of warning in the prophecy?

3.18.2 What is the effect of false prophecy and how should it be dealt with?

John Bevere says the following on p. 92 of his book: “\textit{When words of false divination are spoken, they carry with them a spiritual force. That force will continue to attack us until we break the words. Once the words are broken, then the power behind them is broken.”}

We have seen this numerous times in ministry for example when a person who was into the Hebrew Roots (Judaism) prophesied over someone that he is and will become

\textsuperscript{36} P. 98, 1 Sam 3: 11-19  
\textsuperscript{37} Bevere p. 150  
\textsuperscript{38} 2007, p. 203
a Rabbi. We found demons and demonic soul copies (“DSC’s”)\(^{39}\) (of ancient rabbi’s) in the person who received the prophetic word. They said that their right to be in the person was the word of prophecy itself and the fact that he person believed the word and accepted it. The prophecy therefore had to first be rejected and cancelled out by the Blood of Jesus before the DSC’s and demons could be cast out. Counterfeit words of prophecy therefore carry spiritual forces with them and result in “\textit{weapons formed against us}.”

According to Jeremiah 23: 16& 17 and John Bevere, false prophecy “\textit{opens our lives to deception and ruin}”.\(^{40}\)

\textbf{Bevere} goes further by saying: “\textit{We are not to seek a prophet, we are to seek the Lord}.”\(^{41}\)

What are we to do if we are not sure whether prophecy comes from the Lord? Bevere says on page 169 that we are not to put such prophecy on the shelf. Rather we have to judge that prophecy as either coming from the Lord or not. (See also 1 Cor. 14:29; 1 Thess. 5:20-21; 1 John 4:1)

\textbf{Bevere} says the following on p. 170: “\textit{We are to be led by the Spirit of God not by prophecy – prophecy is to be subjected to and judged by the Spirit of God}”. (Also see Rom. 8:16)

Lastly, we should always remember that the “\textit{witness of peace is the umpire or decision maker}.”\(^{42}\) However, there is also such a thing as false peace, brought about by the angel of light, Lucifer. We should therefore once again discern between spirits….

\section*{3.19 NEW AGE PRACTICES THAT ARE INVADING THE CHURCH}

Kundalini is also the major demonic force behind the New Age movement. The strategy of the enemy is to pollute the church with all sorts of counterfeit stuff and one of His strategies is to do it through bringing New Age methods into the Church.

\(^{39}\) A demonic soul copy (DSC) is a complete soul dimension of a person (that either still lives or is already deceased) that has been copied and pasted into the person (to whom we minister) as a result of bloodline curses and/or current sin (or any other legal right (such as false prophesy, trauma, fear, shock, role play etc.)). This is what the Hindus call reincarnation but they have it all wrong since it is not something good that should be aspired to but a demonic strategy from Satan to keep God’s children in bondage. See our comprehensive teaching on demonic soul copies on our website (www.ignitedinchrist.org) for more detailed information.

\(^{40}\) P. 98

\(^{41}\) P. 168

\(^{42}\) Bevere p. 171
Andrew Strom highlights in his book *Kundalini Warning* that Bethel Church (in Redding, California, America) endorses full-blown New Age activities openly. In their recently published book called *The Physics of Heaven*, the subtitle - “Exploring the mysteries of God in sound, light, vibrations, frequencies, energy and quantum physics.” says it all.

In the book the view is taking by Bethel that there are precious truths hidden in the New Age that belong to us as Christians and that we should take back God’s truth from the New Age ..... We read in the chapter called “Authentic vs Counterfeit”: “I have found throughout Scripture at least 75 examples of things that the New Age has counterfeited, such as having a spirit guide, trances, meditation, auras, power objects, clairvoyance, clairaudience and more. These actually belong to the church, but they have been stolen and cleverly repackaged.”


Beni Johnson (co-pastor of Bethel and wife of Bill Johnson) said the following on her internet blog called “Life and Wellness” (July 6, 2012): “I was talking with Ray Hughes the other day and was telling him about using a 528 HZ tuning fork as a prophetic act. Someone told me that this tuning fork is called the tuning fork of LOVE ....One thing about this 528HZ tuning fork is that science tells us that the sound of this fork brings healing.”

The kind of New Ages activities that we see invading our churches are visualisation, trances, soaking, transcendental meditation (called “contemplative prayer”), astral travelling (called “spirit travel”), “portals”, encounters with angels (called “angelic guides”) and visitations to heaven ..... 

Another shocking practise that has raised its ugly head at Bethel is so-called “grave sucking”. See on the picture insert some 2nd year students of the Bethel School of Supernatural Ministry at the grave of Evan Roberts (a former great revivalist).

What is said above is evidenced by the following videos on YouTube and is a MUST WATCH:
3.20 TRUE NATURE AND GIFTS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT

3.20.1 Manifestations of the Holy Spirit

There is truly such a thing as to “fall in the Spirit” or to be “slain in the Spirit” as well as “holy laughter” and “holy crying” etc. One however has to carefully discern between the real and the counterfeit. One thing Satan cannot imitate or counterfeit is God’s righteousness and holiness. Therefore, the way to discern between, for example, “holy laughter” from the Holy Spirit and the counterfeit is that it will always be “holy”. It will certainly not be chaotic, silly, hysterical and humiliating…..

We invite you to discern (under the guidance of the Holy Spirit) whether the following laughter manifestations are from the Holy Spirit or is the counterfeit (demonic):


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=63kYTwSj6aQ – “Benny Hinn in Baton Rouge”
3.20.2 Gifts of the Holy Spirit

In 1 Corinthians 12 the following nine (9) gifts of the Holy Spirit are mentioned:

- Wisdom;
- Word of Knowledge;
- Faith;
- Healing;
- Miracles;
- Prophecy;
- Discernment;
- Tongues; and
- Interpretation of Tongues.

These gifts of the Holy Spirit are not extinguished and did not die away together with the early Church. They are alive and well – as alive and real as the Holy Spirit that gives them!

In our ministry, we experience and witness the working of all these gifts of the Holy Spirit on a daily basis. God knows that we need all of these gifts in order to be able to effectively minister to other people. However, since God also wants us to serve in unity with other fellow believers, He usually makes us excel in certain gifts whilst having to be dependent on other believers for some of the other gifts. In this way, the Body of Christ works in the way that it was originally intended by God, i.e. co-dependent on each other. We will, for example, find that one of our team members excels in the gifts of Discernment, Wisdom and Faith (that is supernatural faith) whilst another team member excels in, for example, Word of Knowledge, Discernment and Tongues. Another team member again would often see visions in sessions whilst yet another has the gift of the interpretation of those visions.

However, when all of these true manifestations of the gifts of the Holy Spirit are experienced, it is always in an atmosphere of holiness, sincerity, righteousness and purity as well as in love and respect for the person we minister to.

We do however also believe that when a believer in Jesus Christ gets baptised in the Holy Spirit, that believer receives all nine (9) the gifts from the Holy Spirit. Some of these gifts may however manifest at a certain time in the believer’s life, whilst some others may become active during a different spiritual season in that believer’s life. When the gifts are not active, they simply lie dormant in the believer’s spirit, ready to be used when and if it pleases God.

We have to remember that the gifts belong to God and that He is sovereign and therefore gives the gifts in measures and in ways that He decides. He also gives to each person in accordance with that person’s calling and position in the Body of Christ.
We should also not forget that the most important of all of these are “love” (1 Corinthians 13) which is actually a fruit of the Holy Spirit and not a gift. Paul explains that none of the gifts will amount to anything without them being exercised in love.

Something else to remember is that the gifts are intended by God to be used in order to serve the Body of Christ (the church or believers world-wide). The gifts are never to be used for self-glorification or in order to gain importance or to make money from it.

Another important aspect is that once God has given a gift to someone He will not withdraw it (or change His mind about it).

Whilst gifts of the spirit are freely received from God, the fruits of the Spirit should be worked for and developed by Christians. It is often sad to see that people who have been blessed by God with the most wonderful gifts of the Holy Spirit, did not necessarily develop the fruit of the Holy Spirit that should accompany it (lack of character).

It is also important to remember that signs will follow those who “GO!” Derek Prince says\(^\text{43}\) that we have to first step out in faith in order to receive and exercise the gifts. We must not just understand the gifts in theory. We must do our part by being obedient to serve God and actively share our faith because in this way we will often see the gifts manifested through our lives. Jesus said to His disciples: “Go into all the world and preach the gospel to every creature” (Mark 16:15). After Jesus ascended to Heaven, the disciples “went out and preached everywhere, the Lord working with them and confirming the word through the accompanying signs” (Mark 16:20).

Derek Prince says further\(^\text{44}\) that: “Believers are not to just sit in church; they are to go out and minister. If you park your car in the church parking lot and sit there for the rest of your life, how can anyone follow? You can only follow something that is moving.”

### 3.21 HOW DO WE DISCERN WHETHER A REVIVAL IS A TRUE REVIVAL?

Andrew Strom brought out a book called “True and false revival, an insider’s warning” that can be ordered from Amazon. There is also the following videos on You Tube where Andrew sheds light on his convictions as established and confirmed by his own insider experience. We invite you to google these and to listen to it so as to get your own first-hand information:

\(^{43}\) The Gifts of the Spirit, p. 248
\(^{44}\) P. 248
However, we also have made the following summary for you so as to help you with a quick reference in order to discern between true and false revival:

- A realisation of sin and heartfelt repentance is always a sign of true revival;
- Preaching of repentance, holiness and the cross is at the centre of a true revival;
- God is not a God of chaos but of order and self-control;
- The manifestations of the Holy Spirit must have a sense of God’s holiness and truth about them;
- The spiritual encounters should also produce good fruit e.g. holy living and a greater hunger for God;
- Conviction of sin, righteousness and judgement are always signs of a true revival;
- The job of true prophets and apostles is to restore us back to God (e.g. inner healing and deliverance ministry);
- Do not automatically write something off just because it is unusual – “test the spirits” - if it does not look like or seem like the Holy Spirit of God, IT’S NOT;
- Spiritual “drunkenness”, making animal noises, uncontrollable jerking and hysterical laughter is not of the Lord but is demonic;
- False revivals are full of emotional manipulation, soulishness and emotional hype;
- Gold dust, jewels – Beware: People go into these things with shallow fleshly intentions;
- If you have to pay large sums of money = counterfeit. Jesus said: “Freely you have received, freely you have to give.”;
- A holy angel from God carries the holiness of God and produces fear of the Lord... people usually fall on their faces..... start trembling.... Todd Bentley’s “Emma” is the contrary... (He sends out financial angels to get him money! = witchcraft!)
- “Drunkenness” comes from the Toronto Blessing out of Rodney Howard Brown’s ministry. We have to question whether it is Holy Spirit ...In theory, there was
something that looked like drunkenness on the day of Pentecost – people were filled with the Spirit of God and started speaking in tongues but not the kind of drunkenness we are seeing today...; and

• Todd Bentley’s “drunken glory”, laughing like hyenas, jerking on the ground as if fighting with a demon = against Scripture and the character of God.

Charles Finney (a well-known revivalist) would, when a meeting get emotionally charged, close the meeting down. He was opposed to emotional hype and counterfeit manifestations.

God does indeed want true revival and is all for true prophets to arise and people may indeed fall down under the power of God. However, God also wants to sees compromise, materialism and worldliness being done away with.

We have to remember that false revival is like the birth of Ishmael – because Abraham was not prepared to wait for the son God promised to give him, Ishmael was created and cursed ...  

3.22 BUT IS THIS NEW “DRUNKENNESS REVIVAL” NOT MERELY A NEW MOVE OF GOD FOR OUR TIME AND SEASON?

Andrew Strom says that although God sometimes will do something new, it is always something new that is also old and always in line with Scripture. God does not do “new” things that are not in line with Scripture. According to him, the problem with the kind of drunkenness “anointing” and “revival” that we are seeing is that it then seems as if God is “restoring” things that have never formed part of the gospel (as set out in the Bible) in the first place!

True revival is in a sense always something new but it will also always aim at restoring the original thing, namely heartfelt confession and repentance of sin, realising our need for God and obtaining forgiveness, healing and deliverance so as to stand in a whole new relationship of obedience and commitment with Him.

3.23 SATAN’S STRATEGY WITH KUNDALINI IN THE CHURCH

• Satan first and foremost wants to pollute the leaders of the Church with Kundalini. It happens when leaders become Freemasons, Illuminati, Knights of Malta etc.\(^{45}\) We invite all Christians to stop being so naive and to enquire whether the leaders of their Churches are Freemasons and, if so, to ask Jesus whether they should remain members of that particular Church. Our personal

\(^{45}\) See our complete teaching on Freemasonry on our website.
view is that, should it become known that a spiritual leader is part of any secret organisation, all ties with that leader and his/her denomination should be broken and all soul ties with them should be cut. If we knowingly participate in organisations where the leaders are committing spiritual adultery, it results in compromise of the truth and may also open spiritual doors to the enemy in our own lives.

• Satan also uses spiritual leaders (knowingly or unknowingly) who have previously been in the occult (or in some kind of serious bondage to Satan) as instruments in his hands by making them go through incomplete deliverance and deceiving them by making them believe that they are “clean”, whilst they are not...

• Church leaders under the influence of Mammon become people-pleasers and compromise the Word of God to gain money.

• In some of our churches there is little preaching about sin and repentance and it is more of a prosperity and a “feel-good” gospel.

• Supernatural (false) signs, wonders and spiritual encounters (under the demonic influence of Kundalini) are welcomed by spiritual leaders in an attempt to draw more people into the Church.

• Empire building - bigger and better – so-called mega-churches arise that are constantly competing with each other for members.

• Freemasons are all spiritually connected world-wide. They often invite their “friends” from other countries to impart Kundalini into their Church.

• People desperately want revival and instead of praying for the real thing and waiting upon God, Satan gives them the Kundalini counterfeit!

• It is in many of our churches all about greed, money, power, manipulation and control ....

3.24 IT IS ULTIMATELY ABOUT GETTING PEOPLE TO WORSHIP THE FALSE JESUS (THE ANTI-CHRIST)

Satan’s ultimate strategy with bringing the Kundalini spirit (as the counterfeit Holy Spirit) into the Church is to have Christians worship this spirit as part of the Holy Trinity. When we worship the Kundalini, we may end up worshipping Satan himself who is manifesting as the false Jesus (or the Anti-Christ).
This is a subtle and gradual process but one should realise that together with the infiltration of Kundalini in the Church, spirits of deception, confusion, manipulation and mind-control will also follow. When Christians get infected by these demons, they usually lose their ability to discern as the gifts of the Holy Spirit will be high-jacked and suppressed. These Christians may then very well end up worshipping Satan, not being able to discern the true from the false.

When we worship Satan, we may even open up our spirits for contamination by evil spirits and we may even lose our salvation! This is the complete and ultimate strategy from Satan.....

Satan has a counterfeit for everything and especially for the Holy Trinity that we worship and serve. Satan started counterfeiting thousands of years ago and it started in the Babylonian times, just after the great flood.

- **Nimrod, Semiramis, Tammuz (Babylonian origin of the false trinity)**

  Satan has started his counterfeit of the Holy Trinity, God the Father, God the Son (Jesus Christ) and the Holy Spirit in Babylon in the time of Nimrod. Nimrod was the first human being who really rebelled against God and thought of himself as a god. His wife, Semiramis, was equally evil and their son, Tammuz, was worshipped as the son of Nimrod and him (as god) incarnated.
• *Isis, Osiris and Horus (Egyptian)*

The Egyptian trinity – Isis (right), Osiris (middle) and Horus (left). Horus is seen as the false Jesus, the son of Osiris (the sun god) and Isis. Isis fulfils in this unholy trinity the role of the false holy spirit.....

![Image of Egyptian trinity]

• *The Catholic Church: The Pope (father), Mother Mary (Queen of Heaven) and “baby Jesus”*

The wafer that is used during the sacrament of the holy eucharist is actually an ancient sun disk, depicting sun worship. The person hanging on the cross that the Pope is holding is the false Jesus since Catholics are crucifying Jesus over and over again when they celebrate their holy eucharist, thereby basically denying that He rose from the dead. We worship the resurrected Jesus who lives, reigns and will come to judge the living and the dead. Also see the “phoenix rising” on the chair of the Pope – a well-known symbol of the Anti-Christ and often used in Freemasonry symbolism.

Catholics believe that they have to pray through Mother Mary to gain access to Jesus. This is the most evident proof of the lie that they are believing since Jesus says in His Word that He is the way, the life and the truth and that we gain access to the Father only through Him. We can never pray through someone else (a mere deceased human being) to gain access to Jesus. The truth is that Mother Mary is a demon and indeed very high up in ranking, namely the Queen of Heaven (demonic principality).
• **Hinduism**

Brahma (left) the Creator, Vishnu (middle) the Preserver and Shiva (right) the Destroyer.

• **A “Universal Christ” (New Age) – so-called “oriental guru”**

In the New Age, Jesus is also acknowledged as an important so-called *guru* (together with many others) but his deity as the only Son of God, who reigns and upon whom was given all power in heaven and on earth, is denied. New Agers will also speak of “the Christ” and even “Christ the redeemer” but to them it is a universal Christ who is actually the god of every religion on earth. This is not our Jesus Christ of the Bible but the god of the New Age, Lucifer!

The statue of Christ the Redeemer in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil is seen by many as the largest depiction of Jesus Christ in the world and is surely held sacred by many. It was built by the Catholics of Rio de Janeiro and funds were raised from Brazilian Catholics. In view of what we know about the beliefs of the Catholic Church and that they, knowingly or unknowingly, worship the false Jesus, we leave it up to you to discern whether this statue is depicting the Jesus Christ of the Bible, the only son of God who reigns or whether this is the false Jesus, the Anti-Christ or Lucifer.
• **THE “FALSE JESUS” (ANTICHRIST) – A “universal Christmas Father”**

Kundalini brings deception and a false perception of who Jesus really is. In many of our charismatic churches, he has sadly become a jolly, benign fellow who walks around patting people on the head and handing out gifts, saying: “Never mind, it’s OK, it will all work out, don’t worry.” This false Jesus is worshipped in some charismatic churches where God’s judgment of sin is these days scarcely mentioned......

### 3.25 THE TRUE AND FALSE CHURCH: BRIDE OF CHRIST AND BRIDE OF THE ANTI-CHRIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THE TRUE CHURCH = BRIDE OF CHRIST</th>
<th>FALSE CHURCH = BRIDE OF THE ANTI-CHRIST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="The True Church Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="The False Church Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin – Abel – his faith – acceptable sacrifice – produced a martyr</td>
<td>Origin – Cain – lack of faith – unacceptable sacrifice – produced a murderer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiritual Jerusalem</td>
<td>Spiritual Babylon (Rev. 17:5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honours true prophets</td>
<td>Persecutes the true prophets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure and without blemish</td>
<td>Practices idolatry and the occult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preaches the gospel to the poor (Matthew 11:5)</td>
<td>Prosperity teaching – targets those with Mammon in their hearts (Rev. 17:4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appeals to the spirit</td>
<td>Appeals to the soul and body (flesh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stays faithful - keeps their vows with Jesus</td>
<td>Becomes unfaithful, an immoral prostitute &amp; harlot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True prophets and apostles</td>
<td>False prophets and teachers (Mat. 24:11-13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Truth - Testifies of the true Jesus Christ, pure gospel (simple) 2 Cor. 11:3
Deception - Preaches another Jesus, a different spirit, different gospel (2 Cor. 11:4) (1 Tim. 4:1)
Will be persecuted (Mat. 24: 9-10) Will be followed (Rev. 17:2 & Rev. 18:3)
Blessed – will enter the marriage feast of the Lamb Cursed (unless repentance) – Will be judged (Rev. 18: 8-10)

3.26 IS GOD ALLOWING THIS DECEPTION OR IS IT PART OF HIS PLAN?

2 Thessalonians 2: 9-12: “The coming of the lawless one (the Antichrist) is according to the working of Satan, with all power, signs and lying wonders, and with all unrighteous deception among those who perish, because they did not receive the love of the truth, that they might be saved. And for this reason God will send them strong delusion, that they should believe the lie and that they all may be condemned who did not believe the truth but had pleasure in unrighteousness.”

“The time has come for judgment to begin at the house of God” (1 Peter 4:17). We have entered a time of great shaking in the Church. Spirits of Kundalini, Jezebel and Mammon. God is not mocked - God is beginning a “clean-out” .... This is an hour for confrontation – modern: Elijah vs. the prophets of Baal. Are we willing to stick our neck on the line for Truth, even at the cost of our own reputation – and even our very lives? God is preparing His “John the Baptists” for this time ...

3.27 HOW DO WE GUARD OURSELVES AGAINST KUNDALINI AND DECEPTION?

• Understand who God is – His Holy character – KNOW THE WORD (Bible).
• Do not seek a “religious high” or “spiritual hype” that is fleshly and centres around “self”. Seek God.
• Do not rely on subjective impressions (e.g. “it felt good”)
• Do not “chase” miracles and wonders – seek after God.
• Do not worship men – only God – do not make an idol of a certain religious leader or institution.
• The Holy Spirit of God is NEVER violent towards people or treats people with disrespect.
• Stay humble and focus on God, not yourself and your own selfish desires.
• Investigate the “fruit” of prophets and manifestations. Look for the fruit of repentance, respect for Scripture, exalting Jesus and the cross, love for fellow Christians and the unreached.
• Be willing to face suffering/persecution for the sake of the Truth and look for others who are willing to do the same.
• Do not accept supernatural signs as a guarantee of truth.
• False manifestations are often caused by believers seeking “touches”, blessings or experiences, rather than seeking God for His own sake.
• Stay centralised on the cross and know that everything we have and do is grace.
• Anything that exalts the Holy Spirit or the “gifts” or “manifestations” above Jesus Christ = fanaticism.
• True gifts of the Holy Spirit are holy and pure, the counterfeit is weird and ugly.
• Receive the love of the truth (2 Thes. 2:10-13).
• Anything degrading, flippant, indecent, insensitive, rude, self-assertive, self-exalting, sham, silly, stupid, vulgar is not from the Holy Spirit
• The Holy Spirit cannot be manipulated, is a servant and always glorifies Jesus.
• Proper worship does not seek to elevate our emotions or thrill our senses.
• NB: Pray for discernment!

1 Peter 5:8: “Be sober, be vigilant, because your adversary the devil walks about like a roaring lion, seeking whom he may devour.”

3.28 CLOSING

We should all request and desire the gift of discernment since it is of utmost importance during the deceptive times that we live in.
We should also be vigilant and sober and should not be naïve – too many Christians are very naïve and thereby allow themselves to be deceived.

We emphasise that we do not want to discredit any person in the Body of Christ but we have to warn God’s children if we see the enemy coming ... (Ez. 33:7). Our battle is not against flesh and blood but against the evil spirits in the air (Eph. 6:12).

We should therefore all continuously ask Jesus to seal and protect us with His blood against deception and the Kundalini spirit.
We should however also beware of not housing a critical or condemning spirit since that could also block out or prevent the wonderful things that God wants to do for you through his true Holy Spirit.

If you suspect that you have been contaminated with Kundalini, it is essential to obtain deliverance from this evil spirit as well as from any DSC’s working with it.

We live in perilous times and it is truly already the end time... All believers in Jesus Christ should ensure that they are baptised as believers and also with the Holy Spirit. This is of utmost importance since we all need the gifts of the Holy Spirit in order to equip us as spiritual warriors for Jesus Christ. Without it we are like soldiers going to war without our armour and weapons – then we are destined to fail (spiritually).

We enclose as annexure to this teaching, a prayer of renunciation of Kundalini.
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KUNDALINI (and Spirit of New Age) – PRAYER OF RENUNCIATION

(NB – This prayer should preferably not be prayed when you are alone. It is preferred that a co-disciple of Jesus Christ be present when this prayer is prayed so as to be able to assist, should there be demonic manifestation. Also be ready to let the person lay on his/her stomach (in the event of demonic manifestation) and keep anointing oil and spiritual music (with a strong anointing of the Holy Spirit) at hand.)

Heavenly Father, I ........................................ approach Your throne in the heavenly realm in the name of my Saviour and King, Jesus Christ. I stand on the fact that Your son, Jesus Christ, died for my sins on the cross and that He took all of my sins and curses on Him. He called out on the cross “It is done” and thereby declared that the price was paid in full for my salvation, inner healing and deliverance. I come as co-heir of Jesus Christ before You Father to claim the freedom of myself and my children from the spirit of Kundalini (the false holy spirit). I declare that the Blood of Jesus Christ is ready and available to wash me and my children from all unrighteousness, whether Kundalini came in through the sins of my ancestors or as a result of my own sin.

I now stand against and take authority over the following demonic forces that are all merely a different manifestation of the false holy spirit, Kundalini:

- The false Babylonian trinity - Nimrod, Semiramis and Tammuz;
- The Egyptian god Ureaus or Thoth, as well as the false and unholy trinity of Egypt - Isis, Osiris en Horus;
- The false and unholy trinity of the Hindu and eastern belief systems - Brahma, Shiva and Vishnu;
- The greek god Hermes;
- The roman god Mercurius;
- The Chinese Chi-power (and the Japanese Kia-power);
- All the names of the false holy spirit, as reflected in the various cultures and beliefs also Esprit, Elan, Vital, Orgone, Baphomet, Hiram Abiff, Shekinah, Baraka, Shakti, Prana etc.

I declare that all these are demonic powers and that myself and my children (as well as my descendants) reject them and does not want any part of them.

I now confess and declare as sin the following activities (that I and/or my ancestors participated in) and accept that it was an abomination before you Lord Jesus Christ. I unconditionally ask (also on behalf of my ancestors and my children) that You Jesus will forgive us that we participated in any of these activities:

1. Occult practices and witchcraft

Any occult activities and witchcraft including rituals that were done and sacrifices that were made to Satan whereby me, my children (and my whole bloodline) were sacrificed and dedicated to Satan.
Any divination, sorcery, numerology, alchemy, astrology and any other occult activities

 participated in by myself and/or my ancestors.

I declare these sacrifices, rituals and curses (as well as all the occult activities of myself and my ancestors) null and void in the name of Jesus and ask that the Blood of Jesus will wash me and my children clean from any effect thereof.

2. **Baal or Sun god worship**

Any Baal or Sun god worship in my ancestors during which babies were sacrificed to Baal, Molech or Rah and curses were spoken by the Baal priests over the people and their children and complete bloodlines into eternity to dedicate them spiritually, psychologically and physically to Satan.

These sacrifices and curses of death and destruction are now broken over me and my children and I declare that the Blood of Jesus washes me clean of any iniquity and unrighteousness as a result of it.

3. **The seed of the Nephilim**

The seed of the Nephilim that came into the human race, as a result of the fact that our ancestors had sex (thousands of years ago) with demons and had so procreated Nephilim and Hybrid. The Nephilim and Hybrid could procreate before the time of Jesus and the human race was therefore spiritually defiled with the spiritual seed of Satan.

I declare in the name of Jesus that all the seed of Satan in my bloodlines (as well as in my children) is now declared null and void and will now die.

4. **Worship of the false and unholy trinity**

Any worship of the false and unholy trinity by myself and/or my ancestors as part of any false religions (whether Nimrod, Semiramis and Tammuz or Isis, Osiris and Horus or the false Jesus of the Catholic Church) is now cancelled by the Blood of Jesus. I ask you Jesus to wash me and my children with your Blood from all iniquity and unrighteousness as a result of this false worship.

5. **Secret organisations e.g. Freemasonry**

Any participation (that includes rituals, prayers, sacrifices and curses) by myself and/or my ancestors in secret organisations such as Freemasonry, the Jesuits, the Knights Templars, the Rosicrucian’s etc. where Lucifer (the god of the New Age) was knowingly
or unknowingly worshipped as the “Great Architect of the Universe” (or under any other name) is hereby cancelled by the Blood of Jesus.

Every degree of the Scottish Rite, the York Rite as well as the Egyptian Rite of Freemasonry that was obtained by myself and/or my ancestors is now cancelled by the Blood of Jesus.

The rituals that specifically formed part of the first 3 degrees of the Blue Lodge of Freemasonry (during which the seed of Kundalini came into me and/or my ancestors) are hereby cancelled with the Blood of Jesus.

Any covenant that was made by myself and/or my ancestors with Lucifer (through participation in secret organisations) and during which me, my children and my descendants were dedicated to and bound, in spirit, soul and body, to Lucifer (Satan), is now cancelled with the Blood of Jesus together with any rituals done, prayers said and curses spoken.

6. **Involvement in the New Age**

Participation by myself and/or my ancestors in activities that resort under the “New Age” movement namely meditation, visualisation, calling and dedication of “spirit guides”, alternative healing methods that make use of Kundalini or chi power, tarot cards, crystal healing, the following of a spiritual guru and the worshipping of any god (irrespective of name) under the impression that all gods are actually one and the same god.

Lord Jesus, I confess that I have read the following New Age books and material - 
........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................

Lord Jesus, I confess that I have been involved in the following New Age activities - 
........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................

Jesus, I ask that you will cut all unholy soul ties between me and all the authors of these books and any other people who are in the New Age so that the enemy will no longer have the opportunity to attack me through any one of them. Please plant your cross between me and them. List the names here - 
........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................

If there are any demonic soul copies of them in me, I now command them to consolidate and become one and to wait to be judged and ripped out by Jesus.
7. **Yoga, Karate and eastern martial arts**

Lord Jesus, I know that both Yoga and the eastern martial arts such as Karate, Kung-Fu etc. is based upon the eastern beliefs that in turn have their roots in sun worship. Through the involvement of myself and/or my ancestors in any of these activities, I have unknowingly exposed myself and my children to contamination with the Kundalini spirit (also known as “life-force” or “chi”).

I hereby confess any specific involvement in Yoga, Karate and eastern martial arts:

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

I now cancel with the Blood of Jesus every movement in Yoga and every Kata in Karate in which I participated. I confess as sin that I have knowingly or unknowingly honoured the sun god or Baal. I unconditionally withdraw any worship or giving honour to the sun god and I ask You Jesus to wash me clean with Your Blood of any unrighteousness.

I also hereby cut the unholy soul ties between myself and my Yoga instructor as well as my Karate sensei or instructor. Write their names here:

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Jesus, I plant Your cross between myself and these people and declare to the enemy that he will never again work through any of these people to attack me.

If there are any demonic soul copies of them in me I now command them to consolidate and become one and to await the judgement of Jesus and to be ripped out by Him.

8. **Perverse sex and homosexuality**

I confess that myself and/or my ancestors practised perverse sex (e.g. tantric sex) and/or were very interested in it.

I confess that I and/or my ancestors were homosexual and gave the Kundalini spirit access to my soul and body through anal sex.

I hereby cut all unholy soul ties between myself and any sexual partners that I had. Write their names here:

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Jesus, I also plant your cross between myself and these persons and declare to the enemy that he will never again work through any of these people to attack me.

If there are any demonic soul copies of them in me, I now command them to consolidate to one copy each and to wait to be judged and ripped out by Jesus.
9. **New Age spa’s, hot stone therapy etc.**

Lord Jesus, I confess that it did not honour you that I visited certain New Age health spas, since other gods than you were honoured there.

Write the names of the spa’s here as well as the therapy or treatment that was received:

................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................

Lord Jesus I confess that I opened up my soul and body for Kundalini through treatment with hot stones on my so-called “chakras” or energy centres. I confess that I have unknowingly allowed my “chakras” to open up and allowed the Kundalini access to my body in this way. I ask you Jesus to forgive me and to wash me clean with your Blood.

I also now cut in the spirit all unholy soul ties between myself and those specific spa’s and also between myself and the therapists that were involved. I ask Jesus that You would plant Your cross between me and those people in the spirit so that the enemy will no longer be able to attack me through them.

If there are any demonic soul copies of them in me, I now command them to consolidate to one copy of each and to wait to be judged and ripped out by Jesus.

10. **Alternative healing**

Lord Jesus, after all that I have learned, I now realise that the following alternative healing methods (which I have undergone) did not honour You since the source of the healing was the demonic power of the Kundalini spirit or Chi:

................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................

Lord Jesus, I ask Your forgiveness that I have knowingly or unknowingly opened myself up to Kundalini contamination by submitting to these alternative healing methods and ask that You will forgive me and wash me clean with Your Blood.

I also now plant your cross between myself and any person who practised the alternative medicine and ask that You will cut all unholy soul ties between myself and them. List the names of the practitioners of alternative healing here:

................................................................................................................................................................

If there are any demonic soul copies of them in me, I now command them to consolidate to one copy each and to wait to be judged and ripped out by Jesus.
11. **Attendance of charismatic services or ministries where Kundalini operated and worked in and through the ministers or pastors as well as the honouring of false prophets**

Lord Jesus, I come and confess before your throne that I was misled to think that Kundalini is the true Holy Spirit. I was misled Lord by the following charismatic churches or ministries where I now know (based on what I have learned and seen) that Kundalini operated and deceived the people:

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

(List the names of the churches and ministries).

Lord Jesus, You have revealed to me by the power of Your Holy Spirit that the following preachers or prophets ministered knowingly or unknowingly with Kundalini:

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

(also TV evangelists as well as DVD’s etc.)

I now cut, in the name of Jesus, the unholy soul ties between me and any ministers of Kundalini who knowingly or unknowingly contaminated me with the false holy spirit. I forgive them and set them free.

Jesus, I ask that You will plant Your cross between me and these persons so that the enemy will no longer attack me through them.

If there are any demonic soul copies of them in me, I now command them to consolidate to one copy each and to wait to be judged and ripped out by Jesus.

Lord Jesus, I confess as sin before Your throne that I unknowingly worshipped and honoured the false trinity (Satan). I ask that You will forgive me for this error and that I did not love the Truth enough. I thank You that You have opened my eyes and that You have rescued me from this deception and ask that You will wash me clean with your Blood.

Any infilling with Kundalini (by the laying on of hands or by any other means), any false healing, false gifts (including false prophecies and false tongues), false manifestations as well as false miracles that I, as part of the Kundalini ministry have received, I now reject and I ask that you will wash me clean with your Blood.

12. **Chasing of emotional hype, false signs and wonders as well as idolising of certain people**

Lord Jesus I realise, after all that I have seen and learned, that I have unknowingly chased signs and wonders instead of only seeking Your presence and Your will. It made
me receptive and vulnerable to be deceived by the false signs and wonders so that Kundalini can obtain a hold on me.

I realise now Lord that I knowingly or unknowingly chased after certain people and that I have almost made an idol of them instead of simply seeking You and worshipping You. It also opened me up for deception and made me vulnerable for the stronghold of Kundalini in my soul dimension and body.

Lord Jesus, I confess this behaviour of mine (to chase after signs and wonders and also certain preachers or ministers) as sin (idolatry) and declare that I will in the future only seek You, Your presence and Your will.

13. Saddening of the Holy Spirit

Holy Spirit, I realise that I have saddened You by worshipping another god than You and by allowing myself to be misled to think that the manifestations of Kundalini come from You. I ask Your forgiveness Holy Spirit and ask that I be cleansed and washed by the Blood of Jesus.

Lord Jesus I also forgive my ancestors for their sins that gave Kundalini access to the soul dimensions and bodies of myself and my children. I however also forgive myself that I allowed myself to be misled and that I worshipped the false holy spirit (and that I also unknowingly worshipped the false Jesus).

I now cut all unholy soul ties between me (and my children) and any of our ancestors that gave Kundalini access to our bloodlines. I ask that You plant Your cross Jesus in the spirit between me (and my children) and them.

If any seed of Kundalini came into the souls and bodies of myself (and/or my children) at conception in the womb, I ask you Jesus to let that seed die now. I rip it out from the souls and bodies of myself and my children and give it back to Satan. Jesus, please wash our bloodlines clean from any Kundalini contamination.

In the name of Jesus Christ I now command (based on the powerful working of the Holy Spirit and based on the Blood of Jesus that paid the full price for my freedom) each demonic soul copy that gives the Kundalini spirit any power in me to consolidate to one copy of each.

I cut each demonic soul copy loose from each other and from the demonic authorities above them. I specifically cut them loose from the spirits of Kundalini, Deception, Confusion, Mind-Control, Manipulation, Control, the Spirit of Divination, the New Age Spirit, the Antichrist and Lucifer. I also cut them loose from each open portal to Satan’s kingdom and I specifically cut them off from the Pyramids, Stonehenge, all the star constellations and the Afrikaner Voortrekker Monument (that is a Baal temple and the largest satanic altar in the southern hemisphere). I cut them loose from every satanic altar and from each New Age guru as well as Freemason, member of the Illuminati, witch or wizard in the world (whether they are still alive or have already deceased).
I now ask Jesus, that You will (through the power of Your Holy Spirit) rip each demonic soul copy out of me and my children that is associated with Kundalini and the New Age spirit and that gives either Kundalini or the New Age Spirit power and a foothold.

I now bind Kundalini and the Spirit of New Age in the name of Jesus Christ my Saviour, I order him to take his tail out of his mouth, and I command each of my chakras to open (also my crown chakra). I command Kundalini and the Spirit of New Age now in the name of Jesus to leave my soul and body. Now!! Jesus, I pray Your Blood over my spirit, soul and body…..

(If either the Kundalini spirit or the Spirit of New Age does not want to leave – again seal the chakra of the third eye with Jesus’ Blood and command it again to leave. Put spiritual music on with a strong anointing of the Holy Spirit to help (demons “hate” spiritual music with an anointing of the Holy Spirit).)

When Kundalini and/or the Spirit of New Age has left: Command the chakras to close again and seal each chakra with the Blood of Jesus. Apply Jesus’ Blood over the whole spine and pray for physical healing of the body.

Jesus, I thank You for the deliverance and healing that You have given me. I now ask that You will infill me with Your Holy Spirit in spirit but also in soul and body and specifically also in the spaces that the demonic soul copies and Kundalini and/or the Spirit of New Age have previously taken up and have now left vacant in my body. Wash me now with your Blood Jesus and fill me with Your Holy Spirit.

Jesus, I also now ask for the 9 gifts of the Holy Spirit and specifically the gift of discernment so that I will be able to discern in the future between the true and the false Holy Spirit. Jesus, if Kundalini gave to me false tongues or any other false gift, I now ask that you will replace it with the true gifts of the Spirit, including the gift of prophecy, healing, wisdom, word of knowledge, miracles, supernatural faith, tongues and the interpretation of tongues etc.

Lord Jesus, we thank You again for all the spiritual blessings that we have received from You and ask that You will seal it in our spirits, souls and bodies with Your Blood.

AMEN

(This prayer is also available in “Afrikaans” and may be found on our web page www.ignitedinchrist.org under “prayers of renunciation”)
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